Hull & District AA
Fishery locations
Very accurate locations to our fisheries can be achieved using the
What3Words app. Download the free app to your phone and install it, then
type in the three words into the app for any of our venues listed below and
you will get a map with the location accurately pinpointed (make sure your
spelling is correct). The app can also be used if you are seriously injured or ill
to let the emergency services know exactly where you are.
Brough Complex (main access gate):
unsettled.reports.conducted
Motorway Pond (main access car park):
ordering.forgets.pushover
Motorway Pond (small east car park):
bunk.indicated.parkway
Motorway Pond (M62 bank access):
flick.sank.skills
Motorway Pond (west Canalside car park): innovator.ditching.pays
Brandesburton No2 & No3 (gate):
hush.cross.shifters
Brandesburton Burshill A & B (gate):
modest.defining.shuffles
Blue Lagoon (main car park):		
rucksack.devotion.party
Blue Lagoon (small carp park):		
enclosing.apart.puts
Brickyard Pond & Tilery (access gate):
mole.elephant.factoring
Windmill Pond (access track off road):
melt.gazed.stars
Windmill Pond (gate over railway):
into.moved.rents
River Hull at Bethell’s Bridge:		
locals.branching.system
River Rye at Butterwick:		
weedy.subplot.deployed
River Trent at Carlton:			
beads.changed.himself
River Derwent at Stamford Bridge:
list.betraying.skewed
R. Derwent at Elvington (above bridge):
waiters.diplomats.proclaims
R. Derwent at Elvington (weir parking):
diner.obviously.lollipop
R. Dewent at Elvington (weir access point): cookbooks.ports.replace
River Foulness (parking):		
smoker.regulator.darting
Driffield Canal (parking 1):		
latitudes.senior.energy
Driffield Canal (parking 2):		
photocopy.welcome.export
Oak Road Pond (access to car park):
oddly.polite.commented
Willow Pond (access to carp park):
locate.blur.snake
Aire & Calder Canal (Beevers Bridge):
cheerful.legend.yelled
(other access points to Aire & Calder are available - check page 32)
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Welcome to Hull & District AA - Derek Pye
Against a national trend of falling rod licence sales and failing angling
clubs, our Association continues to make significant progress in all areas.
Each year our coaching programme introduces more young people and
their families to the sport, showcasing angling as a force for good in the
community, delivering positive public exposure for the Association and
delivering year-on-year membership growth.
Keen oversight of our finances and successful bids for outside funding,
has helped us grow a healthy surplus allowing investment in restocking,
fishery development and the purchase of new venues. Our large elected
committee of dedicated enthusiasts offers real strength in depth, sharing
the work of the Association amongst more individuals, offering a more
professional service to members and seamless succession when an
individual steps aside.
Last year to further extend our list of venues, we purchased a popular
stretch of the River Derwent at Stamford Bridge and this winter we are
investing heavily to create high-quality, permanent pegs at the venue that
incorporate bankside steps. With the free Council car park adjacent to our
stretch, plus good facilities in the nearby village, we look forward to many of
our members visiting the fishery in the future.
We are always keen to further expand our portfolio of waters and
members can help by bringing to the Associations notice any they hear are
up for sale.
The work continues, thanks for your support.

A mid-20lb ghost
carp caught by
the Association
Fisheries Officer,
Derek Pye, from
the Brough
Complex
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Fishery Rules
IS IMPORTANT
THAT
MEMBERS
FAMILIARISE
ITIT
IS IMPORTANT
THAT MEMBERS
FAMILIARISE
THEMSELVES
WITH THESE RULES
THEMSELVES WITH THESE RULES

1. No fish to be killed - all fish (including pike) must be returned.
Removing or deliberately killing fish is a criminal offence under the
Theft Act. The Association reports all such offences to the Police and
if necessary to guarantee such cases are brought before the Court will
instigate a private prosecution.
2. No fish to be transferred to, or from, other waters. It is an offence under
the Salmon & Freshwater Fisheries Act to introduce fish without the
necessary permission.
3. No litter of any description, including discarded tackle, is to be left. Any
angler caught deliberately leaving litter will face a life-time ban.
4. No angler may fish with more than 3 rods at any one time on any
Association fishery. Fishing is only allowed from designated swims.
Tackle must not be left in the water unattended.
5. No keepnets are to be used on any of the Association’s still-water
fisheries other than in official matches.
6. No dogs or guns of any description to be brought on to Association
fisheries.
7. No angling is permitted on any Association fishery between the hours
of 10pm and 5am (Carlton on Trent is 10pm to 7am), except where
the member is in possession of a night fishing permit. Members (other
than Association bailiffs) who do not possess a night fishing permit and
are found on any Association fishery during the hours stated (whether
they are actually fishing or not) shall be liable to have their membership
permit revoked, and shall face possible prosecution for trespass.
8. No fires, swimming or boating. Behave responsibly and respect other
anglers using the fisheries. Do not damage any trees or bushes, and do
not interfere with the wildlife. The Association takes its responsibility for
protecting the environment very seriously and members are expected to
conduct themselves with this in mind.
9. Follow the Country Code. Keep gates closed. Park in such a manner
that problems are not caused to other anglers, landowners, farmers
or members of the public. The Officers reserve the right to sanction
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10.
11.
12.

13.

the towing away, or clamping, of vehicles parked in an irresponsible
manner. The Officers disclaim any liability for damage caused by such
action and membership signifies acceptance of these conditions.
Children under 14 years of age must be accompanied by an adult.
Any person found to be negotiating for waters held by the Association
shall forfeit the right of membership for life.
Carp & Pike Fishing: Fishing for pike is only allowed between the
1st October and 31st March (This is a new rule).
Members fishing for carp or pike must be in possession of a landing net
with arms not less than 36 inches (90cm) in length and a well-padded
unhooking mat measuring not less than 36” x 24”(90cm x 60cm). No
gaffs or pike gags are allowed.
Carp or Pike should only be weighed using a commercially available
sling designed for the purpose and of appropriate size and strength. The
use of keepsacks (carp sacks) and/or retaining tubes is not allowed any
Association fishery.
The minimum breaking strength of line when carp fishing shall be 12lb
(5.4kg).
When pike fishing wire traces must always be used, they must be a
minimum of 18 inches in length and not less than 30lb (13.6kg) B.S.
and the main line must not be less than 15lb (6.8kg) B.S.
If treble hooks are used with livebaits or deadbaits, they must of the
semi-barbed type (one barb per treble) and not larger than size 6.
Livebaits must only be used on the venue they have been caught from
and on the day of capture.
To prevent deep hooking members are expected to strike runs from pike
immediately. Any member found leaving pike to run on the take, will be
reported to the Delegates’ committee and shall be liable to have their
membership permit revoked.
Bait Boats: Remote controlled bait boats must not be used in a manner
which interferes with, or affects, other anglers.
Members shall not use boats to take hook baits into positions from
which the chance of retrieving a hooked fish is limited, or where doing
so puts the fish at risk of damage – i.e. putting baits into/or very close to
snags, reed beds, etc.
Members shall not manoeuvre a bait boat for the purposes of dropping
baited hooks or free offerings at a greater range than they can cast.
Any member suspected of dropping baited hooks or free offerings
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close to dangerous snags or at excessive range, will be reported to the
Delegates’ Committee and shall be liable to have their membership
permit revoked.
14. The dates for night permit holders to take guests are as follows: 1st
November to 31st March. The Night Permit Secretary and Head Bailiff
must be contacted prior to the visit and a charge of £10 per night is
payable in advance.

Information
The Annual General Meeting will be held at the Willows Club,
Holderness Road, Hull, HU8 9AN on Monday 12th October 2020
, and is open to all members on production of their permits.
Delegates’ Meetings are held on the 2nd Monday of every month at
the Willows Club, Holderness Road, Hull, HU8 9AN. The Association
welcomes anyone interested in becoming a Delegate whose function would
be to represent the membership. Please contact the Secretary or any other
Association official.

Membership
Individual Membership is available through various local outlets (listed
on our website), or via our website: www.hdaafishing.co.uk
• Existing members will be notified with a renewal letter.
• Membership runs from 1st January until 31st December each year.
• The membership category (Junior, Adult or Veteran) is determined by the
applicant’s age on the 1st January of the year of membership.
• The Hull & District Anglers’ Association also operate Affiliation
Membership for clubs, providing access for matches on fisheries not
normally available. Affiliated clubs are also given preferential bookings on
Association fisheries, at a lower rate than non-affiliated clubs. For further
details contact The Water Booking Secretary, Hull & D.A.A., PO Box 188,
Hull, HU9 1AN. Enclose a stamped addressed envelope.
• Life Membership is also available at the cost of 14 times the adult
permit price.
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The Association operates various Night Fishing Permits:
• A Class permit covers Motorway Pond, Brickyard Pond, Tilery Lake and
all B Class fisheries – price £200.
• B Class permit covers No. 2 Pond, No. 3 & 4 Pond, Burshill A & B Ponds
and Windmill Pond – price £125.
• C Class Permit covers Hawk Pond and 6 designated swims on Grebe
Pool – price £125.
• Osprey Permit allows holders to fish Osprey Lake and also night-fishing
on all B Class fisheries – price £250.
• Platinum Membership covers all fisheries where night fishing is allowed. It
includes the year’s membership of the Association and exempts the holder
from all compulsory work parties – price £550.
All the above night permits are issued in limited numbers and regulated
through waiting lists, which are published on the Association website. All
cheques to be made payable to Hull & D.A.A. Enquiries should be directed
to Alan Tunley, Night Permit Secretary. Telephone 07855 839909 or write
to: Hull & D.A.A., PO Box 188, Hull, HU9 1AN, enclosing a stamped
addressed envelope.
You can download an application form for a night permit from our website:
www.hdaafishing.co.uk
Members should always carry their Membership Permit and Night
Permit when visiting any Association fishery and be prepared to produce
the permit when requested to do so by either an Association bailiff (on
production of his authority) or any other member on production of their
membership permit. Any angler found without a valid permit, issued in their
name, or who is unable to produce such a permit to the Head Bailiff within
14 days, shall face prosecution under the 1968 Theft Act. Any member

DO NOT LEAVE LITTER
THE ASSOCIATION BANNED TWO MEMBERS FOR LIFE
RECENTLY FOR LEAVING LITTER AT OUR FISHERIES
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found lending his permit to another angler shall face immediate expulsion
from the Association, and that other angler shall face prosecution under the
Theft Act. The simple process of fishing, when carried out without a valid
permit, constitutes the offence of theft. All offenders will be prosecuted.
The Association offer Match Bookings on a number of its venues. Some
are restricted to Affiliated Clubs, others are open to all.
• The River Trent at Carlton: 40 pegs available
• The River Derwent (three venues): approx. 30 pegs at each venue
• Aire & Calder Navigation
• Cygnet Pond at the Brough Complex: 17 pegs available
Further details regarding match booking on Association fisheries are
available from Paul Caygill on 07976 779983.
The Association is concerned about possible theft of fish on its
fisheries. If you see anything suspicious please contact the Police (0845 60
60 222) and/or the Association’s Head Bailiff, Andy Hall, on 07463 806653
(taking note of the time, description of offender/s and their vehicle/s and,
most importantly, the vehicle/s registration number/s). Any information
provided will be treated in the strictest confidence and a substantial reward,
in the event of a successful prosecution, will be paid.
Help us to protect your fishing. Do not hesitate to further inform the
Association if you witness anyone damaging property, introducing fish,
leaving litter, breaking rules or causing a disturbance.

Help Your Association!
The Association is always looking to acquire additional venues, either
to purchase or to lease. If you know of any such water – either stillwater
or river – please contact Derek Pye on 07811 897033 or write to the
Association at P.O. Box 188, Hull, HU9 1AN.
Any member who provides information that leads the Association to
purchase a water will be eligible for free life membership. Any member
who provides information that leads the Association to rent a fishery
will be eligible for free membership as long as the Association rents
that particular venue.
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The Hull & daa Fisheries
N.B. The postcodes below should only be used as a guide.

Brandesburton Ponds (combination lock)
– No 2 Pond, No 3 & 4 Pond, Burshill A Pond, Burshill B Pond
Postcode YO25 8LX

Newport & Broomfleet Fisheries

– Motorway Pond (combination lock) Postcode HU15 2PX
– Blue Lagooon Postcode HU15 1RT
– Brickyard Pond (combination lock) Postcode HU15 1RS
– Tilery Lake (combination lock) Postcode HU15 1RS
– River Foulness Postcode YO43 4DD

Brough Fishery Complex (combination lock)

HU15 1PJ

River Trent Fishery
– Carlton

Postcode NG23 6NR

River Derwent Fisheries

– Stamford Bridge (below bridge left bank) Postcode YO41 41BR
– Sutton on Derwent (above bridge) Postcode YO41 4DT
– Sutton on Derwent (below weir) Postcode YO41 4DQ
– Breighton/Gunby Postcode YO8 6DQ
– Wressle Postcodes YO8 6EL - YO8 6ES

Driffield Canal
River Rye
– Butterwick

River Hull

Postcode YO25 8NU

Postcode YO17 6PS
Postcode YO25 8NB

Aire & Calder Canal
Windmill Pond
Oak Road Pond
Willows Pond

Postcode DN19 7PZ
Postcode HU6 7NG
Postcode HU8 9AN
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The Brandesburton Ponds offer excellent fishing for various species of
coarse fish. Situated alongside Hempholme Lane, they have easy access
and ample parking.
Please note: Security gates are fitted to all vehicle-access points at these
fisheries and are permanently locked. The combination lock code is printed
on the membership card.
The Association owns the
following four gravel pit
fisheries:
No 2 Pond is a mature gravel
pit of about two acres holding
a good head of sizeable roach
and perch. The roach fishing
tends to be at its best early
in the year when pole-fished
maggots can produce some
excellent sport. The water
has seen the capture of some
large perch in past years, with
fish up to 3lb 10oz reported –
you can’t go far wrong with a
good lobworm or prawn here.
There are also pike and eels
present and a number of large
carp. The paths and swims
are regularly maintained
– all in all, the pond offers
good fishing in comfortable
surroundings. In 2013, the
venue benefitted from the
introduction of a further 25
high-quality, young carp
weighing between 5-7lb.

Star Carr Fisheries
(Private)

No 3 & 4 Pond is one of the Association’s most popular fisheries. It
currently holds around 150 carp with many over 20lb in weight (including
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common carp), and a lake record in excess of 30lb. A recent outstanding
catch was made by Harry Simpson landing four common carp weighing
between 18lb and 24lb in one session.
In October 2011 the venue received an introduction of 52 heavilyscaled carp, averaging 8lb. These beautiful fish are already being reported in
excess of 15lb. Stocks have further been increased in 2013 by the addition
of 25 carp weighing between 5-7lb carp.
This 8-acre picturesque gravel pit is reed-lined, featuring lily beds
and surrounded by mature trees. Association volunteers gave the venue
a complete refurbishment in January 2012 – the result being improved
swims, paths and parking. Every swim holds features, whether one of the
many bars, gullies, reed beds or an overhanging tree. Multiple catches are
regularly taken and carp are easily located if anglers take time to have a
walk round before setting up. Bream are present in large numbers and
regularly exceed 7lb. A small fishmeal boilie over a bed of pellets is sure to
attract the bream into the swim and good sport can be had. Tench have
been caught to over 9lb and an early season traditional approach can
produce a large specimen although to be fair the tench are few in number.
In addition numerous rudd are present and are landed to just over 2lb. It is
not just a specialist venue though, there’s much to attract pleasure anglers
Simon Crow with a big
tench from Burshill B
Pond caught in 2018
whilst fishing for carp
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using pole, waggler or feeder tactics with plenty of ‘silver fish’ and perch
providing non-stop action. Pike too are a winter favourite on this venue,
with anglers often taking several fish in a day. There is always a chance of a
real specimen with 20lb-plus pike present.
Two on-site toilets for members are now situated between No 2 and No
3 & 4 Pond, and between No 3 & 4 Pond and the Burshill Ponds.
Burshill A is a pond of about 1½-acres and was created and developed
as a pleasure fishery. Unlike some of the neighbouring pits it is shallow
and flat-bottomed, and has been heavily stocked with small fish with the
intention of making
the fishing easy. In
A huge 3lb 8oz crucian
recent years all the
caught by Adrian Porter
swims have been
from Burshill A Pond
replaced along with the
upgrading of paths, car
parking, etc. and the
site now also benefits
from the provision of a
members’ toilet. Over
the winter of 2014/15
many of the bankside
trees, overhangs and
rooted snags have
been removed to
reduce leaf-fall on the pond, increase oxygenation and make for safer
angling. Previously the pond suffered with excessive weed growth but a
major stocking of 350 small carp and 50 crucians in 2009 seems to have
helped the problem. Again in 2019, the extensive beds of water-lilies were
chemically treated to try and control their pervasive growth and this work
will continue in future years, carried out by professional contractors. Also,
in late 2014, some of the larger 10lb-plus carp were removed and replaced
with a further stocking of 200 1lb-plus carp.
Burshill B is a mature, fairly shallow fishery of about 2½-acres. It is
primarily a tench water but does contain roach, crucians, rudd, pike and a
few carp. It becomes very weedy in summer. Early morning or evenings are
the best times for tench fishing and those that are caught are often of a good
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size. Tench over 5lb are common, with a specimen of 8Ib 2oz the best ever
reported from the fishery. Since 2008 the venue has been included in our
stocking programme with the introduction 90 tench up to 7lb 12oz, several
hundred crucian carp, large numbers of rudd and small carp, plus a further
400 small tench to just under 1lb.
This is another fishery which has received a major facelift. Recently all
the swims have been renewed and an extra swim added, a new footpath
was also created allowing easy access around the venue along with better
road access and improved car-parking with toilet facilities provided in the
main car park. In 2014, to further boost stocks, the venue benefitted from
the introduction of 27 tench, weighing between 4lb and 6lb, with more to
come as they become available.

The Newport & Broomfleet fisheries
Motorway Pond is an attractive, mature sand/clay pit of just over 18 acres,
situated in Newport. Access is via Thimblehall Lane or Canalside West.
Good parking is available, but do not obstruct access or block the access
road alongside the M62 when parking. There is a security gate fitted to a
Tony Briggs with a
pike weighing 25½lb
caught on a sardine
from Motorway Pond
in February 2019.
It was netted and
weighed by fisheries
officer Derek Pye
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Lee Oxley with a
22lb 5oz common
caught in 2018
from 3&4 Pond

Secure
Parking
inside
fence

secure parking
area next to
the toilet. The
combination
lock code is on
the membership
card. The
southern bank
of the fishery
is a public
footpath and
angling is
prohibited along the section next to
the houses. The site is an important
wildlife area with interesting birds and
flora. Do not damage the habitat or
interfere with the waterfowl in any
way. Night fishing is only allowed with
a special permit and carp must not be
kept in sacks. Keepnets are also not
allowed. Immediately telephone the
Association or the Police if anyone
is seen on this, or any other fishery,
acting suspiciously (e.g. with guns,
removing fish, lighting fires but bear in
mind the Association have a licence to
scare/shoot cormorants at the Brough
Complex).
The fishery holds several different
species and has a deserved reputation
for big fish. It produced the Yorkshire
carp record of 42lb 3oz in 1999. There
are also some fine tench and bream.
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The water has produced a number of 20lb-plus pike to over 30lb, as well
as rudd and perch. There are also a few large wels catfish. Although once
generally fished by specialist anglers in search of bigger fish, recent years
have seen many more pleasure anglers searching out the increasing stocks
of bream and silver fish. Location is the key to success in this interesting
water with many different underwater features and snags.
Over the winter of 2013/14, the venue was enclosed within an anti-otter
fence and many of the swims are now accessed by gate which must be
closed and locked on entry and exit. In recent years carp to 36lb-plus have
been landed, with several others over 30lb.
As part of the Association’s comprehensive restocking programme,
between 2009 and 2017 Motorway Pond has seen 270 carp between 6lb
and 16lb introduced. These young fish are growing well with numbers
already weighing in excess of 20lb.
There have been some cars damaged when parked overnight on
Canalside West, opposite the public footpath, to gain access to the swim
known as Pads. The Association recommends that you do not leave your
vehicle parked in that spot
overnight. The best solution is
BROOMFLEET PONDS
probably to use the parking area
further along the road, situated
in the Nature Area, and barrow
tackle to the Pads swim.
Brickyard Pond has produced
bream over 13lb, roach and
rudd over 1¾lb, carp in excess
of 33lb and pike over 20lb.
It is a very old and mature
clay pit, surrounded by trees.
Consequently there is a thick
bed of silt over much of the
bottom. The pond is split down
the middle by a band of reeds
although fish can migrate
between the two areas. Depths
fall off quickly from the margins
and are generally between 10
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and 15ft. There are two sunken roads, about 10ft wide, created during
the excavation of the clay, which have little or no silt on them. They are
around 7ft below the surface. There are also some clay features and bars in
the second pond. In recent years several work parties have resulted in vast
improvements to the fishing stances and paths. Ongoing maintenance aims
to ensure that this fishery will continue to develop. Over the winters of 2010
and 2011 an additional 35 young, fast-growing carp averaging 8lb were
introduced bringing the stock up to around 40 fish. Also, in late 2014, the
venue benefitted from the introduction of a further 22 carp weighing 6-8lb.
Access is via Broomfleet village, past Blue Lagoon and along the road
adjacent to the Canal. Cross over the bridge and turn immediately left.
Do not drive towards the brick factory under any circumstances or use
this private road as access to Tilery Lake. Security gates are fitted at the
entrance to this site with our combination lock number is printed on the
permit. It is essential members ensure the gate is locked after entering and
leaving. After entry through the gate drive to the end of the track (with
the Canal on the left and a pond with submerged trees on your right).
ANYONE LEAVING LITTER WILL BE BANNED FOR LIFE.
Blue Lagoon Pond is situated
at Broomfleet Landing and
is a popular water of about
2-acres. This old clay pit has
depths of around 8-12ft, with
bottom weed sometimes
causing problems during the
summer. The main interest
is tench and bream with
occasional large catches being
made, particularly early in the
season. Roach, perch (some
big) and eels are also present,
along with some decent pike. A
major face-lift of the venue was
undertaken over the winter of
2008/09. Now a high-quality
path surrounds the pond, all
the pegs have been renewed

Keith Scott caught this
fine 2lb 7oz perch in
March 2019 from Blue
Lagoon on a lobworm
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and now provide comfortable fishing, with the two swims adjacent to the
car park suitable for disabled anglers. The previous flooding problem from
the canal, caused by a badly fitting clough flap, has also been rectified.
Following considerable effort and representation by the Association,
the overhead power lines have now been removed. Night fishing is not
allowed at this venue. Also, please exercise discretion when fishing near the
bungalows, so as not to disturb residents. Do not park on the road or cause
an obstruction – ample parking is available at this venue.
Tilery Lake has restrictions placed on its access due to ongoing clay
excavation operations on the adjoining land and the safety considerations
imposed by the owners as a consequence. This has necessitated making
the reduced bank space and access available only to Class A night permit
holders.		
The original stocking of carp took place at this venue well over 30
years ago. Many of those carp were quite old when they were transferred
in the early 1980s from the Brandesburton ponds. Natural mortalities
significantly reduced the numbers of carp present, so to compensate for
this the Associated introduced 40 fast growing carp from a highly-reputable
source. This should, hopefully, improve the carp stocks. Further stocking is
A big pike from one of
our Broomfleet clay
pits for Kevin Clifford
caught on a deadbait
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envisaged although inherent problems with the access is likely to remain.
Class A night permit holders only have access to the limited number
of swims at Tilery (8 swims in total). The swim booking system previously
used has ceased and Class A night permit holders can go as and when
they please, and there is now no restriction on the number of consecutive
days anglers can fish. Permit holders take their chance as to what swims are
available.
Access to Tilery is the same as Brickyard Pond via Broomfleet village,
past Blue Lagoon and along the road adjacent to the Canal. Cross over the
bridge and turn immediately left. Under no circumstances must any member
venture along the private road adjacent to the factory or enter the factory
premises. Do not drive towards the brick factory under any circumstances or
use this private road as access to Tilery Lake. The previous access to Tilery
via the Flaxfleet Road is now strictly out of bounds. Under no circumstances
should H&DAA members enter Danny Nalton’s fishery which is adjacent
to Brickyard Pond. There is now an additional locked gate situated across
the path just after Brickyard Pond. This should only be accessed by Tilery
members or members of Danny Nalton’s syndicate. Keep this gate locked at
all times.
THE RIVER FOULNESS is a tributary of the Market Weighton Canal.
The stretch available, on the north bank, near Hasholme Grange Farm,
downstream for about a mile, offers some fine early-season tench and
bream fishing. During the summer the weed can be a problem, but sport
can be had by fishing the clearer areas. In winter reasonable pike fishing has
been reported and some decent-sized perch have been caught, but again,
like the Canal, the best results usually occur during periods of dry, mild
weather. Like the main Canal there can be problems in the autumn when
the Drainage Board cut the weed and this sometimes takes several weeks to
be completely flushed out into the Humber.
Access is via Thimblehall Lane in Newport. Cross over the M62
motorway and turn left at the T-junction. Take the first right. This leads onto
a farm track. Go past the farm and proceed to the bridge over the river.
AS ON ALL FISHERIES PARK IN A RESPONSIBLE MANNER.
REMEMBER, THE FARMER MAY NEED PLENTY OF ROOM FOR HIS
VEHICLES AND ACCESS TO HIS FIELDS.
DRIFFIELD CANAL. This pretty waterway is about four miles in length
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with the main fishing area centred around the village of Wansford. Access
to most of the Canal is easy as it runs alongside the B1249 Driffield to
North Frodingham road. There is good parking in Wansford village where
there are purpose-built fishing stances for anglers with disabilities. Parking
elsewhere can be more difficult, although parking on the grass verge is
possible in places. The Canal holds small stocks of trout (some big ones),
roach, perch, bream and pike – there has also been the odd carp seen in
the past. In places the Canal is badly silted and when water levels are low it
can be reduced to a mere trickle. For most of the year the water is very clear
which can makes locating some fish not too difficult, but in the summer
this allows profuse weed growth. The Association is running the fishery in
conjunction with the East Riding Fisheries Consultative.
This is an Association members-only water. No day tickets. Angling is
not permitted at the Canal Head in Driffield.

Rush Lyvars - Please Note
As the owners are in the process of redeveloping this venue and aim to
reduce the general coarse fishing element of the fishery, our agreement
allowing Association members discounted day tickets has now ceased.
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The Brough Fishery Complex

Since purchasing the former
British Aerospace pond
complex, the Association has
spent many thousands of
pounds on its development.
Additionally, a small
number of members have
given many thousands of
hour’s volunteer-labour to
the project. Now, finally
completed, the original
complex and further land
joining the complex provides
six separate fisheries offering
the membership a range of
angling experiences.
Kingfisher Pond is a tailor-made pond, developed primarily as a venue
for our junior members as well as a training facility for the Association’s
qualified angling coaches. With the ‘After-School Angling’ programme and
induction courses for young people, we hope to create the next generation
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of anglers. The pond is well stocked with a mixture of nearly all species,
including 450 8oz carp stocked in October 2012. The pond is open to all
members and has excellent access close to a car parking area.
Hawk Pond is a 5-acre pond that was formed when the ‘arm’ across the
main lake was extended. This provides for full vehicle access around the
venue and parking next to the pegs thereby eliminating the need to carry
tackle long distances. The venue contains stocks of mainly tench and carp,
plus some bream, roach, rudd, perch, pike and eels. Regular stockings of
tench, bream, roach and small carp have taken place since 2004, including
over 1600 small carp to 1lb and and 70 good-size tench in October 2012.
In 2014, the previously rampant weed was greatly reduced by a
combination of Dyofix treatments and the ingress of salt-water from the
Humber tidal surge. The lack of weed encouraged members back to the
fishery, resulting in many captures of good-sized tench and carp, and
other species. Lots of tench in excess of 7lb have been caught, although
undoubtedly there are many recaptures. Likewise, some specimen carp
have also graced members’ nets, several well over 20lb including mirror
carp to 28lb 12oz, and a common carp weighing 38lb being the best so far.
Another excellent tench
of 6lb 10oz from Hawk
Pond caught by Sam
Salvidge in July 2019
on popped-up fake corn
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Osprey Lake is the largest lake on the complex at about 17 acres in size.
It has been developed as a big carp water. Access to this venue is only
available to holders of a special Osprey Permit, which is managed through
a waiting list. You can download an application form from our website and
apply to be included on the waiting list. The venue continues to go from
strength to strength and now contains a good number of carp over 30lb with
several exceeding 35lb-plus.
Avocet Pool is a 1½ acre pond on the east bank of the complex. It was
purposely designed as a flat-bottomed venue, with islands and plateaux,
to offer something of a challenge to members who favour a float-fishing
approach. Swims are along the eastern side only, with adjacent parking.
The pond holds large numbers of crucian carp, tench and rudd, along
with 330 carp to 1lb introduced in October 2012. In 2018 Avocet received
further fish, including 72lb of 1-3lb tench and 25lb of quality roach.
Cygnet Pond is a long, narrow one-acre pond with 17 evenly-spaced
swims, a consistent 2½ metre depth and an average 15 metre width. It has
been developed as a pleasure/match venue, suitable for pole and general
float fishing. The initial stock consists of several thousand small carp and
roach, but also includes rudd, bream, crucians and some good-size tench.
We expect the stock to grow and develop, and for it to eventually become
a venue which provides great sport for members and will also attract match
bookings. As with all the Brough venues, there is full road access to all
swims, ample parking and toilet facilities close by. During 2017 and 2018
Cygnet has received considerable additional stock, including 2000 small
carp that now weigh between 1-2lb, 290lb of 2-5lb tench, 80lb of 3-4lb
bream and 80lb of quality roach (8oz -12oz).
Grebe Pool was stocked in April 2013 with 400 carp which now average
over 8lb. Beneath Grebe’s 3½ acres of water there are many bars, gullies
and plateaux to offer interesting fishing from 15 large swims all situated
on the central promontory. The original carp have spawned since their
introduction and the fishery now contains carp of all sizes.
The fishery’s design allows for full vehicle access and swim-side parking,
and the pond has an onsite toilet. Grebe is open to all members between
5am to 10pm. Additionally, there is limited night fishing from six designated
swims, via a special permit. See this booklet’s Membership Section or our
website for further details.
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Jubb family success at
Brough in 2019. Will
with an 8lb 4oz tench
and a 27lb carp. Dad
Mike, the Association’s
treasurer, had this 12lb
bream. They caught
plenty of other big carp,
tench and bream
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River Trent Fishery
Start of
fishing

Car Park
Limit of fishing

CARLTON ON TRENT is one of The Associations’s more distant
waters, situated on the tidal Trent just north of Newark, close to the A1.
Approximately ¾ of a mile long, the venue is typical of the tidal Trent.
Situated on the outside of a sweeping bend, the bank is reinforced with
rocks but there are a handful of very comfortable swims along the length. In
common with much of the River Trent nowadays, match fishing hardly ever
take place on this stretch, and where the river once ran heavily coloured
and there were hordes of small fish to be caught, the water usually runs
very clear and the now larger chub, bream and roach are harder to tempt.
As is well known the Trent has become a tremendous barbel fishery and
our stretch has plenty of these hard-fighting fish in the 5lb to 10lb bracket,
with specimens over 12lb caught most seasons. The largest reported to the
Association from this stretch is 14lb. Chub have been reported over 7lb with
an occasional big bream. Zander and pike are also present. The river here is
affected by the tide so the height and flow can change during the day. Tide
tables can be found on the internet but you will need to add roughly 4½
hours from the information given for Goole.
Access is through Carlton village (signposted on the A1 prior to
Newark), past the ‘windmill’ house, through the metal gate (WHICH
MUST BE KEPT CLOSED AT ALL TIMES) and vehicles MUST be left
in either of the two designated parking area just off the floodbank track.
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NO PARKING IN OR ACCESS TO THE FIELDS. DO NOT
OBSTRUCT THE FLOODBANK UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.
NO NIGHT FISHING ALLOWED EXCEPT THROUGH LIMITED
PRIOR ARRANGEMENT – THAT WILL INCLUDE WRITTEN
PERMISSION FROM THE NIGHT PERMIT SECRETARY.
Night time is designated as 10pm to 7am on this venue.
Access to the Carlton fishery can only take place after 7am or
before 10pm.

The River Derwent Fisheries
Stamford Bridge – The Association has recently purchased the fishing
rights to this 155 metre stretch of the Derwent. The length covers the field
downstream of the public car park that is situated next to the road bridge,
on the left bank looking downstream. The pegs adjacent to the car park are
council owned and are free fishing – our fishing is below this and notices
are in place. Vehicles can be parked in the public car park and access is via
a public right of way that runs along the top of the bank next to the river.
This stretch is one of the best on the Derwent, offering excellent sport with
chub, roach, and some barbel, particularly early season after the fish have
migrated upstream to spawn. Towards the end of the season there can be
some decent pike fishing to be enjoyed.
A big winter chub from
Stamford Bridge caught by
member Robert Goodison
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Sutton on Derwent (above road bridge) – Left bank looking upstream
from the road bridge for about one mile to Elvington Water Treatment
Works. Access is to the left of the blacksmith’s workshop, over a stile.
Nearby parking is a bit of a problem and members are asked to use
their discretion. Excellent parking is available approximately 100 yards
downstream in the car park just above Sutton weir if you are a York &
District AA member, and there is space for 2-3 vehicles on the opposite side
of the road to the entrance to the fishery (take caution on exit - one way
traffic over bridge). Cattle are often in the field and an electric fence runs the
full length of the stretch to stop the cattle getting to the river. Do not disturb
the electric fence and please report any problems with the fence. There have
been several fishing platforms built recently near the entrance to the fishery.
This section of the river is acknowledged to fish best during the winter
months when numbers of fish, particularly roach, migrate to the deeper
water just above the weir.
Sutton on Derwent (below weir) – It runs for about 1½-miles
downstream from the weir. Park in St Michaels church car park (grass area
opposite houses) in Elvington and (turn left when exiting onto footpath)
then walk directly
across the next field
that has the neglected
mill in it to the river.
Entry is over stile with
our notice on tree.
Species present are
typical of the lower
Derwent – chub,
roach, perch, flatties,
eels, bleak and odd
barbel and trout,
with the weir area
known as a decent
pike fishery. The fish
tend to be localised,
although the weir
area itself usually
holds decent stocks.
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Breighton & Gunby – Approximately ¾-mile on the east bank (left bank
looking downstream). Access is at Gunby, via the path through the wood
on the old railway track. It extends from the old bridge downstream to the
fence, just upstream of the Breighton launch public house.
Wressle – Both banks between Wressle and Loftsome Bridge. On its day
it offers reasonable fishing for roach and dace, with an occasional decent
perch. Bream and chub in the deeper runs. Access is along the A63, past
Howden, via the old road, on the east side of Loftsome Bridge, or down the
short lane by the church in Wressle.
The River Rye is a tributary of the River Derwent. It is a small, fast-flowing
stream with lots of features such as bends, overhanging bushes, deep pools,
glides, streamy water, etc., which lend themselves to a wide variety of
fishing tactics. It holds chub, dace, roach, perch, grayling, gudgeon, trout,
pike and the odd barbel – although please be aware that actual numbers of
fish are on the low side. It is quite possible to spend a whole day fishing this
fishery without seeing another person, but there is an abundance of wildlife.
Butterwick covers approximately ¾-mile on the right bank, looking
downstream from the bridge (the field belonging to the house next to the
bridge is not included in our fishing). The Association has owned the fishing
rights to this stretch for many years.
From the B1257 Malton to Helmsley road, take the right turn in
Barton-le-Street. Follow this road for about 2½-miles to Butterwick village.
Access is down Boynton Lane (park on the lane verge without blocking
resident or farm access) and enter on the left side of Boynton Lane via the
drive belonging to the house as shown on the map. Walk through the drive
keeping well away from the house and outbuildings (do not disturb the
residents for whatever reason), and into the open field beyond. The river
bank is very overgrown in places and it may be advisable to take a handsaw
to trim branches to gain access to some spots.
The river is narrow and varies between shallow riffles and deeper
pools. In recent years the usual species caught are trout, grayling and
chub. Occasional barbel are hooked and we have have had reports in the
past of fish to 12lb and seen photographs of barbel to 8lb. Undoubtedly,
the reintroduction of otters into the Derwent system has had a significant
detrimental impact to the larger fish numbers on this small, shallow river.
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River Hull
The Association holds the lease to the fishing rights for two stretches of the
River Hull at Bethell’s Bridge. The first stretch extends from the Association
sign downstream of the house below the bridge (right bank looking
downstream) to the gate immediately upstream of Hempholme Pumping
Station – this agreement also covers a short length of Scurf Dyke. Signs
showing the extent of the fishing have been erected. Do not fish in front
of the house at the bridge.
The other stretch starts upstream on the same west bank (left bank
looking upstream from Bethell’s bridge) and commences after the second
gate (see notice board). It extends approximately 550 metres to where the
other Association’s notice board is located, near to the confluence with West
Beck (where the river splits).
Do not cause any nuisance to any of the boat owners or fish from their
boats or occupied moorings, unless specifically invited to do so. Excellent
parking is available over the bridge, on the left hand side, behind the house.
The parking is signposted.
This is predominatly a winter fishery and good catches or roach, ide,
and pike are regularly taken. Bream, dace, rudd plus some big perch and
chub are also present. It tends to be very weedy in summer.
We can assure members that as long as they adhere to the above rules
they are in complience with the conditions of our lease and have the full
authority of the owner of the land and fishing rights.
We have had
Colin Hebb continues
reports of fish being
to catch big ide from
caught and killed
the River Hull
(especially pike). If
you observe any
suspicious incidents
please make a
note of vehicle
numbers and report
the details to the
head bailiff as soon
as possible. His
telephone number is
on page 2.
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H H Young & Sons
33 SANER STREET - HULL - HU3 2TR
Phone: 01482 224845
Mobile: 07812 713090
 Auto Repairs
 Servicing

 MOT Tests
Preferential rates for H&DAA members

The Crown, Holderness Rd
Hull HU9 3DS
www. hullanglingcentre.co.uk
email: sales@hullanglingcentre.co.uk
% Call us on: 01482 374201
H&DAA members 10% off all excluding fresh bait
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Aire &Calder Naviagtion
The Association is a member of the Boothferry Aire & Calder Joint Canal
Committee. That means that all H&DAA members can fish the venue
without the need to purchase any other permit or day ticket (just show your
H&DAA membership permit to any bailiff on the bank).
The arrangement covers a 12 mile stretch of Canal from Goole to
Great Heck which offers superb sport from late-spring to mid-autumn along
its entire length with catches of 10lb-plus a regular occurrence. However,
favoured spots are Rawcliffe Bridge, which is accessed down the track
leading to Sugar Mill ponds; New Bridge where the A164 crosses the
canal; Beevers Bridge where the track to Southfield Reservoir runs
alongside the canal, meaning that anglers can park behind their pegs;
Pollington, particularly the stretch between Crowcroft Bridge and the Lock;
and Great Heck which is a very good early season stretch and where
there are two access points both with good car-parking facilities but on no
account should cars be driven along the bank behind the pegs.
During 2008 permanent concrete angling stances were installed at
New Bridge, Pollington and Great Heck to add to those installed at Beevers
Bridge some years previously. This makes the venue very ‘angler friendly’.
On the Beevers Bridge section a gate has been installed at Beevers Road.
The code is 10606. When using the Sugar Mills Pond Nature

The very prolific Aire and
Calder Canal at Pollington
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Reserve access please note the gate is open at 7am and closed at
dusk.
The Canal has an average depth of 3-4 metres in the boat channel
(which can be quite close to the bank), although it has shallower lengths
at Rawcliffe Bridge and Great Heck, and is anything up to 40 metres wide.
The water is either stationary or flowing gently towards Goole, but it can
stop or even run back the other way due to lock usage.
The predominant species are roach and perch, but gudgeon, bream,
chub and bleak are also present. Matches can be booked on any stretches of
the canal (contact Paul Caygill on 07976 779983.

Oak Road Pond
Oak Road Pond lies within the playing fields and park area at the end of
Beresford Avenue, Hull. In 2013, H&DAA entered into an agreement with
Hull City Council to renovate and manage the facility.
Fishing is open to all H&DAA members or holders of a day-ticket.
The pond contains various coarse fish including rudd, perch, crucian carp,
bream and some tench. It has been developed as a general fishery for
anglers of all abilities and with the particular aim of providing a good local
fishery for people living in the Hull area. It will also be used as a venue to
host coaching sessions for younger anglers, which could mean that there is
restricted access on certain days.
Details of any events will be displayed on the notice board at the pond,
along with the fishery rules which are similar to those applying to other
H&DAA venues, except that fishing is restricted to the hours 7am to 9pm.
Disability blue badge holders may be permitted to drive to the pond side
(if there is a Park Ranger on hand to open the barrier), but everyone else
must leave their car in the
car park and walk to the
pond, which can be found
by following the path toward
the large wind turbine.
Non-Association members
can purchase day tickets –
details on our website.
A crucian carp caught fom
Oak Road Pond by Mike Lee
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Windmill Pond
After considerable work by volunteers and significant investment by the
Association, Windmill Pond is on its way to returning to its former glory.
The stocked carp have grown at an excellent rate and the infrastructure of
the venue is of a higher quality than before the disastrous tidal surge. Now
enclosed within an otter-proof fence, swims have been rebuilt and increased
in number, and the access road has been upgraded and extended round to
the north bank – providing vehicle access
and swim-side parking at 9 of the 10
Marney
swims. Repairs have been made to the
McGowan
site toilet and the stocked carp are being
with a
caught up to 15-16lb. It won’t be long
14-pounder
before it begins producing 20-pounders
once again. The rudd still haven’t been
stocked yet as was agreed with Natural
England and this is a priority for 2019.
Members interested in winter carp
fishing could do worse than make a trip
across to Windmill Pond – which was
always a very productive carp venue in
the cold weather when our north-bank
fisheries can become inconsistent.

Windmill
Pond

Level
crossing
Pump
Station
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Willows Pond
In late 2016 we signed a 10-year agreement to refurbish and run the fishing
on Willows Pond – and our volunteers spent two full weekends clearing
rubbish and accumulated mess. We then replaced the old, dangerous
platforms with wood-framed, wood-chipped filled pegs and we also
increased security with extra layers of barbed wire to the perimeter wall and
installed a 2.4m steel fence and lockable gate.
The project has received excellent feedback from officials and members
of Willows Club, and Association members are now able to fish it. Last
summer the venue was also used to host part of our most successful
summer of junior coaching ever, and helped to generated an increase in
Association membership.
Willows contains good numbers of fish including tench, rudd, bream
and carp. Fishing on the venue is open to Association members and
members of Willows Social Club Angling Section – with all anglers fishing
under the H&DAA fishery rules, including a 2-rod maximum and a ban on
the use of keepnets outside of official matches.
Following the death of a small number of fish, due to low oxygen levels,
a splash aerator has now been installed and will be run for several hours
each morning in the summer to improve conditions.
We would welcome the involvement of any members willing to become
bailiffs and make regular visits to Willows Pond. Anyone interested should
contact Head Bailiff Andy Hall on 07463 806653 for details.

Left: Volunteers creating a high-quality path leading to Willows Pond
Right: The invaluable spash aerator in action at Willows
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Fisheries Officer’s Report - Derek Pye
Last winter’s work parties began at Willows Pond with 25 volunteers
braving poor weather to complete repairs to swims, wood-chipping, cutting
back vegetation, finishing off the new concrete-topped access path, and
installation of a splash aerator and power source. As a follow-up, we also
had a 3-panel extension installed to the fence to improve security.
Brough also received plenty of attention from volunteers painting the
various onsite toilets along with the Hawk Pond cabin. Swims around the
complex were repaired, a path cleared around the otter-fence and a general
clear-out and burning of rubbish. Long overdue maintenance followed
on Blue Lagoon – removing fallen trees improving access and opening
up swims. A new high-quality path was created by barrowing 20-tons of
crushed asphalt around the pond and finally each swim was covered in
wood chip and reeds removed from in front. Volunteers then moved onto
Windmill Pond and spent a full weekend clearing overgrown swims and
covering them with wood chip. They also found time to clear a path around
the perimeter fence. At Brandesburton, 70 volunteers attended four work
days, getting through a long list of maintenance and improvement tasks.
These included wood-chipping swims, replacing swim steps and upgrading
paths to improve access. Tree pruning was also a priority, with overhanging
branches removed to open up swims and footpaths, and cutting back
growth around the perimeter fence to aid bailiff patrols. Two weekend work
parties at Motorway Pond followed, with 59 volunteers completing priorities
such as pruning trees around the site, repairs and wood-chippping all swims
and the otter fence cleared of excess vegetation. Last winter, volunteers
completed 20 work days, attended by 135 different members, recording
some 303 man days. I’d like to record the Association’s thanks to all those
who attend work parties and in particular recognise the efforts of Marney
McGowan who did much to relive me of the work party workload.
Since we fenced Motorway Pond several years ago, we’ve had regular
issues with the 140m section between Culvert and Pads swims. Posts in this
area have regularly been broken and needed replacing. So, last summer,
as a permanent solution we had this section’s wooden posts replaced with
professionally installed concrete posts to which the existing mesh was reattached at a cost of just over £3,000.
There has been one element of maintenance where we have not
maintained our usual high standards in the last 12 months. namely the
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Hard-working volunteers laying a crushed asphalt path all the way around Blue
Lagoon, as part of a general maintenance weekend on this popular fishery
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regular strimming of paths and swims around our fisheries. We have taken
steps to improve this for the coming year, by investing in the purchase of
a heavy duty, petrol-driven tractor able to cope with the heavy growth
around our venues. It has already proved effective on the grassed area at
Blue Lagoon and the access roads at Brough. It is not though the complete
answer for the narrow access paths and dugout swims with steps, at places
like Brandesburton. Here we are likely to still need manual strimmers
and we will have a plan in place, including the purchasing more suitable
equipment by the spring.
Another problem area is the growth of weed, reeds and water lilies
on some of our still waters. While our options are severely limited due to
legislation on what herbicides can be applied around watercourses, when
tackling submerged weeds we will continue to apply the expensive watercolouring agent Dyofix on suitable venues. Regarding the water lilies at
Motorway and Burshill A, we have employed a licenced contractor to spray

Robin Jennings of the Environment Agency with a fine tench – part of the 500lb
restocking of Oak Road Pond that took place in April 2019
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them during the last two summers with the only permitted herbicide – but
patience is needed as it will take several years of applications to get on top
of the problem. Similarly, we have begun treating reed encroachment on
Motorway and at Brough with positive early results, but again no treatment
is effective in the short term and we will need to continue the spraying over
several seasons.
In early April, thanks to the sterling efforts of Mike Lee, we stocked Oak
Road Pond with 500lb of mixed fish. Mainly tench to 3lb, rudd to 1¼lb,
roach and a few crucian carp. These fish were donated free of charge by
the Environment Agency to support the Association’s Youth Coaching
programme and have greatly enhanced the fishing over the summer. In
the last 12 months we have continued to source and stock tench in Cygnet
and Avocet at Brough, while also transferring thousands of small carp from
Grebe Pond to the other fisheries on the Brough site.
We will also continue to buy good quality tench and bream as they
become available, alongside continuing to move silver fish from our carp
waters to improve members angling experience on our fisheries. By the end
of 2019, it will be two years since we last stocked any carp. Those stocked
in Motorway and Brandesburton at 5lb in late 2017 are already being
caught well into double figures. Likewise, carp introduced to Windmill and
Osprey at 2½-3lb in March 2016 have recently been landed at over 21lb
in both venues. All carp stocked since early 2016 have been the Rob Hales
‘Super-Freak’ strain, and
there can be little doubt
that alongside their rapid
growth rates, some of
these young fish have the
potential to be very big
carp indeed. They are
set to provide the next
generation of 30lb-plus
specimens our venues
are known for and which
generate high levels of
Association member Rob
Gainer with a 21lb-plus
carp from Windmill Pond
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H&DAA stalwart Martin Hardy with one of the
night permit sales. With
this in mind, in the second carp stocked into Motorway Pond last November
week of November, we
took delivery of a further
40 carp of the same strain.
These three-summer fish
weighed between 9-15lb.
Twenty were stocked into
Motorway Pond and 20
in Osprey. These venues
are our highest grossing
night permit waters and
the investment in these
fish should ensure new
generations of large carp
continue to come through.
Last year, we began
negotiations to purchase
a 155m stretch of the
Derwent at Stamford
Bridge. Excellent access
and a free Council-owned
car park close to the stretch meant the committee voted unanimously to
do its best to acquire the fishing for its members – which ultimately proved
successful. This winter further investment will be made in the stretch with
the installation by a contractor of seven permanent pegs, constructed
of recycled plastic, complete with hand-rails and steps – offering safe,
comfortable fishing for members. Due to the sterling efforts of committee
members, we seem likely to benefit from 50/50 matched funding to meet
the significant costs of this work.
Thanks to the considerable financial reserve we’ve built up over the
years, we continue to prioritise the purchase of new venues. Over the
last year, we’ve made enquiries and visited several potential stillwaters,
unfortunately so far without success. But, the hunt continues and I’m
confident that we’ll find something in the end. Until then all we can do
is continue the prudent management of our finances, grow our income,
control spending with planned budgets and continue to build a reserve that
will put us first in the queue, when suitable waters become available.
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Treasurer’s Report - Mike Jubb
Since the 2018 AGM we’ve once again incurred the usual expenditure
which can reasonably be expected with running an association of H&DAA’s
stature. Venue rents, insurances, administration costs, membership books/
cards and website fees are all ‘necessary evils’ which take a fair-sized chunk
out of our annual income. Of course fish stocking is also a major cost item
for the Association, but one we see as an investment in the future of trying
to offer our members top quality angling.
Maintenance and development work is another large drain on our bank
balance but is still very high on our list of priorities. We have once again
spent considerable amounts of money on developing and maintaining all of
our venues to the best of our abilities, and have this year decided to invest
in a ‘ride-on brush cutter’ in order to try to help (wherever possible) with
keeping Mother Nature at bay from her seemingly unrelenting desire to
overgrow our access routes, parking areas and pathways.
Thankfully, Derek and the many ‘work party warriors’ who willingly
offer their blood, sweat and tears week after week, come rain or shine
throughout the winter months in order to improve the facilities for all of us,
are very much deserving of our gratitude. Without their efforts the labour
cost associated with bringing contractors in to carry out the massive amount
of work performed this year could quite easily have doubled (possibly even
trebled) the actual final cost.
Despite all of the expenditure highlighted above I’m happy to be able
to report that we have once
again managed to have
Treasurer Mike Lee
money left over which I
with a superb Osprey
have been able to add to
common carp
our existing savings, ready
to make an immediate
and serious bid on any
new waters which become
available.
To existing and new
members, I wish you all good
look in 2020 with realising
your angling ambitions,
whatever they may be.
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Development Officer’s Report - Mike Lee
We have just completed our 5th year delivering a comprehensive 12-month
coaching programme and, since early 2015, the numbers of young people
and their families attending have doubled annually, and this year as been
no exception.
The coaching year began last October with pike fishing days at our
Brough Angling Complex. These events are held once a month to keep
young people engaged with angling through the colder months and offer the
opportunity to learn different skills and techniques while pursuing predatory
species. Our Predator Academy events are delivered in partnership with
members of the Pike Anglers Club of Great Britain, experienced pike anglers
with a wealth of knowledge to offer. Some 53 different participants fished
alongside 25 coaches at the five Academies held last winter, recording 138
attendances.
By the spring we are planning summer coaching events and bidding
for the necessary grants to fund the programme. Expanding reach across
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the region has always been a key element of the programmes success.
Our Taster Days, one-off sessions at different locations, offer young people
across the area the opportunity to access angling. In 2019, our team
delivered taster events at Beverley Beck and Jubilee Pond at Gilberdyke,
along with Pickering and East Parks in Hull. Following publicity, these events
were consistently well attended attracting 83 attendances from 66 different
participants and offered the perfect recruitment vehicle for our weekly
sessions.
After-School Sessions began at Willows in early May, with 30-40 young
people attending each week, before doubling as the schools broke for the
summer holidays. From then on we welcomed over 70 young anglers each
week up to a new record attendance of 91 in mid-August. All in all, 420
different young people attended some 788 times at Willows this summer.
Similarly attendances remained consistently high at Oak Road Pond with
20-30 young people from the start, rising to more than 40 during the
holidays and a new high of 48 in mid-summer. Over the 17 weeks of
sessions at Oak Road 293 different young people attended sessions 477
times.
In addition, sessions at Willows and Oak Road were delivered in
partnership with Hull City Council’s Healthy Holidays initiative to ensure
young people from poor backgrounds get enough to eat during school
holidays. This meant partnering with three local youth projects to provide
sandwiches, bottled water and pots of chopped fruit for each participant.
Attendances each Thursday at Brough started slowly, with just a dozen
or so taking part. However, after leafleting local housing estates and posts
on social media, larger numbers began appearing as word spread. The sixweek holidays saw an average of 30-plus, with a high of 34 young people
fishing Kingfisher, and our participation data recording 176 different young
anglers attending 265 times. Another feature of the Kingfisher sessions
was the distances some participants had travelled, with a number of family
groups journeying from as far afield as York, Leeds and Grimsby to access
coached angling.
The Carp School: For the fifth summer, we organised four monthly
Carp School events between May and August. These 24-hour residential
sessions allow young people to extend their angling knowledge, catch large
Left: George Priestley coaching a youngster on one of the H&DAA Away Days
held in the 2019 Easter holidays. This was at the Jubilee Pond in Gilberdyke
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Another Away Day for
the youngsters – this
time on Beverley Beck

carp and experience the thrill of camping in the countryside at night.
Such is the popularity of these events our problem is always how
to limit numbers, as we could easily fill available places twice over.
Nevertheless, this summer’s events attracted 86 young people who fished
alongside 43 different coaches.
To mark the end of the summer, we held the 5th Annual Junior
Championships in late August. A total of 24 young people, aged from six to
16 years gathered at Willows Pond to fish a competitive match, putting into
practice the skills and methods learnt during the summer. Those competing
represented just a tiny fraction of the hundreds of young people attending
weekly sessions. Two competitions, under-11s and 11-16 years, were run
side by side, with trophies and tackle prizes presented to the winners and
runners-up. All participants left with equipment – whips for the younger
group and rods and reels for the seniors, allowing them to continue angling
with friends outside our sessions.
One of our development goals for young anglers attending sessions
is to increase individual skill-levels and allow them to test themselves
against other anglers. To this end we have created a junior match squad,
offering the opportunity to travel, meet young people from different
backgrounds and fish competitive matches representing the Association. In
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Riley Oxley happy
with his Grebe carp

mid-September, 13 of our anglers aged 9-17 years travelled to Shropshire to
compete against over 100 other young people in the Angling Trust/Canal &
River Trust Junior National Canal Championships. They all brought credit
to the Association; everyone caught fish and several finished in the top four
of their age-groups.
From last winter’s Predator Academies, Taster Days in spring, AfterSchool Sessions (May to July), Carp Schools and Summer Holiday Angling
this 12-month youth coaching programme has been our most successful so
far. A total of 935 different individuals attended 64 coaching sessions – a
115% increase on 2018. We recorded 2,287 attendances, 40% up on last
year, and amongst many highlights were the volumes of females attending
the events. I’m very proud to report that 199 different women and girls
tried angling on our sessions, a 60% increase on last year. As the coaching
programme has grown, so has the coaching team needed to staff sessions.
Over the last 12 months an amazing 36 different members have coached
young people on our sessions, amongst them were 10 young people aged
15-17, previous participants now coaching their peers. I can only offer a
heartfelt ‘thank you’ to everyone who makes the programme so successful
and such a joy to be a part of. In particular, I’d like to give a special mention
to the core organisers: Derek Pye, Col Ramshaw and Kev Wright, without
who the programme couldn’t be delivered.
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Events & Publicity Officer’s Report - Andy Hall
Last November saw our ‘14 month for the price of 12 month promotion’
which proved to be very popular. The committee decided to continue it for
the forseeable future.
The Association has held two carp nights during the last year, with guest
speakers Adam Penning and Lee Morris. The first of these events (Adam
Penning) was well attended, with a packed house. The second one with
Mozza was our worst attended evening to date. This was caused by several
unfortunate reasons – the main being the timing of the event. So lessons
have been learnt for the future. Both events had mega raffles and carried
out at no cost to the Association. If you would like to see a particular guest
speaker in the future don’t hesitate to ask – we can try our best to contact
them to see if they will attend.
At the time of writing our Carp Night is just round the corner with guest
speaker Mark Holmes. I hope you will all enjoy it.
I ran two matches in 2019 – the annual 48-hour Osprey match, with
duo Andy Willans and Ian Hartley winning with a weight of 44lb 3oz. Plenty
of fish to over 30lb were caught that weekend, with the biggest falling to
Danny Jones at 35lb 12oz. A cracking fish and a new PB for Danny.
The annual 24-hour Hawk Cup (now renamed the John Jackson Cup)
was won by regular Hawk angler John Levo with an impressive weight of
over 48lb. Rob Lawton took 2nd place with 46lb-plus and Ian Hartley in
3rd with 27lb. I will be running these matches again in 2020 so if you want
to be shortlisted get in touch. Running these matches throughout the year is
great for the Assocaition as they generate a camaraderie between members
and highlight the social aspect of fishing.
As part of my role I have been regularly updating our social media
pages with catch reports, scenic photos, up-and-coming events and
announcements – so make sure you give us a like on Facebook or a follow
on Instagram @HDAAFISHING or Twitter @HDAAFISHING.
Don’t forget to send me your fishing related pictures if you wish to
feature on our pages, or if you catch something exceptional submit it to
our Catch of the Year Competition for the chance to win a £250 cash prize!
Our Adult Competition had been revampted and now there is just a single
prize of £250 cash for the best fish of the year (as judged by the committee)
rather than monthly awards. The popular Junior monthly awards stay in
place as in previous years.
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2019 Adult & Junior Match Report - Paul Caygill
The Association’s Match Squad have had a very busy and successful year
fishing in domestic leagues. We also fished two adult individual competitions
for the membership, hosted the annual junior championship and also sent a
squad of youngster to a Junior National. The adult and junior match squads
would like to thank the Association for their continued support and all the
Association’s members for respecting water bookings.
The match squad’s main target in 2019 was the Angling Trust
Division One National Angling Championship, which was hosted on the
Association’s own Aire and Calder Canal and also on the nearby New
Junction Canal. With 48 teams of 10 competing this large and most
prestigious match, the field was equally split over the two canals, allowing
for generous spacing between the anglers, with a view to showcasing the
excellent fishing we have on our doorstep.
The match squad annually contest Paul’s Happy League which this
year was fished solely on the Aire and Calder and New Junction Canals.
With a huge amount of interest surrounding the National, 15 teams entered
the League this year. With some of the top North West teams making the
weekly trip over the Pennines, along with Lincoln Match Group to compete
against the best Yorkshire teams, that contest this league annually.
The League was held over 12 rounds this year, with 10 rounds before
the date of the National on Saturday 17th August. The early rounds from
mid-June to mid-July tend to be bream and skimmer fishing affairs. Results
from the New Junction Canal tend to be more patchy as the skimmers and
bream are of a decent average size, and consequently aren’t in every peg,
leaving anglers drawn away from these areas little alternative but to ‘scratch’
around for perch on chopped worm tactics close to the near-side rocks and
rushes, or fish for large eels and other ‘bonuses’ again on the pole at 11 to
16 metres in the deepest water, with worm and caster.
On the Aire and Calder Canal the fishing early summer tends to be a lot
more consistent, due to the blossoming numbers of smaller skimmers, silver
bream and hybrids, which seem to be more evenly distributed along the
Canal, particularly from the Newbridge area down to Goole Docks.
Once July has elapsed the roach population tend to feed with increasing
confidence in both canals, whilst at the same time the bream fishing, though
still excellent for a canal, tends to become a little patchier and weights return
to around the 10 to 25lb mark as the bream shoals disperse, making for
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fairer sections.
Particularly on the Aire and Calder Canal the late summer roach
fishing can be some of the best in the country, with many double-figure
nets of roach taken on short (5 to 9 metre) pole tactics fished over an initial
bombardment of cereal-based groundbait. If you can catch on hemp, tare
or elderberry late in the match, it is quite feasible to catch 5lb to 6lb of
quality roach in the last hour of a contest to bolster nets. Pleasure anglers,
using similar tactics on stretches such as Heck this September, were regularly
accounting for 40lb-plus nets of roach on seed baits in short daytime
sessions. With some sections allowing you to fish from the boot of your car,
it is a complete mystery as to why the Canal isn’t more popular. It is the
Association’s best mixed fishery in spring and summer without a shadow of
doubt. It even has a few carp with large koi well into double figures seen on
occasions.
Hull got off to an excellent start in the League, winning the first round
on the lower sections of the Aire and Calder, taking 88 points from a
potential 120. Hull’s David Pulford only just won the match with 75lb of
bream and skimmers at Rawcliffe, beating the Normanton rod off the next
peg by just 3oz. The second round was fished on the ‘glorious’ 16th June.
Hull finished second on the day with 78 points, with Dave Brooks Jnr and
Phil Hirst scoring maximum section points for the squad. Browning Ossett’s
Ray Marklew won the match with a staggering 110lb of bream from the
favoured pegs at Rawcliffe, where the section of 15 anglers weighed in
530lb of fish.
The following Sunday saw a change in scenery and expectations slightly
lowered as the New Junction Canal hosted the League for the first time.
With the Canal’s controlling club already hosting popular teams of four on
Saturdays on the Canal, which naturally requires more finesse to outwit its
inhabitants, it had already received a fair amount of angling pressure. The
Hull’s squad ability to whittle out a few fish under hard conditions came to
the fore, as the squad won the day with a massive 96 points. Tim Goldby
was Hull’s only section winner – however Phil Hirst, Simon Fields and Nick
Crooks all came back with seconds in section. This winning streak on a
tough Canal continued the following week with a win on the day with 94
points, with Dave Brooks Jnr taking the only section win. However, there
were high section placing for captain Steve Williamson, Lee Harrison, Barry
Howgate and Simon Fields.
Round Five saw the League return to the Aire and Calder with three
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quarters of the match on the lower reaches of the Canal and the remaining
sections at Pollington. The match saw a colossal 1490lb of fish weighed
in by the 120 anglers – giving an average weight per angler of 12lb.
Considering the matches are fished from 11am till 4pm, a time in summer
when bites are at a premium, it just indicates what pleasure anglers are
missing out on. Hull’s Dave Pulford caught 70lb of bream at Rawcliffe
Wides to finish only 4th in his section! Hull again won on the day.
Round Six was fished on the 4th July. Hull’s good run of victories
came to an end, finishing in second place to arch rivals Browning Ossett.
Noticeably the bream and skimmers took a bit of a back seat as the Aire
and Calder’s vast and expansive shoals of roach reappeared after their post
spawning shut down. In previous rounds many sections saw lots of good
roach topping throughout the match, but they couldn’t be tempted with
anglers’ baits. In this match a lot of the competitors were tipping good nets
of predominantly small roach on to the scales, averaging 8lb to 10lb in
weight. Even the poorer, less favoured sections, yielded 4lb to 5lb, which
relates to plenty of bites and in the not too distant past would have been
considered a good day’s fishing for wild fish.
Round seven saw the competition back on the New Junction. Hull
finished a creditable third place, behind winner Sensas North and Browning
Ossett. Dave Brooks Jnr continued his excellent run of results on the Canal
in this and other leagues with another section win. Barry Howgate and Nick
Crooks finished high in their sections too. Round Eight was a similar affair
to the previous week with Hull again in third spot.
Round Nine saw the match spread over both the Aire and Calder and
New Junction Canals. A poor draw saw the team finish only 5th out of the
15 league teams. Mike Lee managed a second in section behind England
international James Dent, guesting for the Normanton squad. Pegged under
Rawcliffe Road Bridge Mike took 170 small perch ‘down the tins’ for 12½lb.
Simon Fields returned good points for Hull from the ‘Junky’, on a tough
day, when angling pressure was taking a hold on the venue.
Round 10 was the last match both canals would host before the
National. The less popular sections at Heck were used to host half the
competitors, in a bid to lessen the angling pressure on the lower sections of
Canal, nearer to Goole.
The waters above Pollington Lock tends to be clearer, combined with
a narrower width to the canal, and means that these section under match
conditions can be a little bit more difficult to tempt fish. In late summer
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the fishing is more roach orientated with perch to some outlandish sizes in
some pegs. It is now common to hear of huge perch taking roach as they
are shipped back in on the pole! There is also less of a head of skimmer
bream in this section, and if any of these species are landed they tend to be
of a very good average size. Tri Cast Calder’s Keith Marshall found some
of these slabs to win the match with 122lb. Hull came third on the day with
solid section performances from Dave Brooks Jnr, Mike Lee and David
Pulford returning good section points on the Aire and Calder, and Tim
Goldby doing similar on the ‘Junky.’
Round 11 was fished after a short break for the National
Championships and the August Bank Holiday period. Hull finished fourth
with Waynes Tackle Matrix squad winning the day with 95 points. A great
result for the Lancashire based squad, who must have spent a small fortune
travelling across the country each weekend. On a single pegged Aire and
Calder Canal Hull didn’t have any section winners but creditable seconds
for Dave Brooks Jnr and Mike Lee.
Match 12 was the final round, again fished on the Aire and Calder. With
the combination of lots of angling pressure and the fish starting to disappear
to their overwintering grounds, the match proved to be the toughest of
the League, with an average weight per angler a still respectable 5lb. Hull
captain Steve Williamson and Nick Crooks finished in the top three of
their sections respectively; however, it was a struggle for the rest, with Hull
finishing a lowly 7th out of 15.
To summarise, Hull ended up in third place in the League, pipped by
two point by Sensas North in second spot. Browning Ossett run out worthy
winners for a second year, as they continue to cement themselves as one
of the top Yorkshire sides. Individually, Ossett’s Chris Greensides won
the League, followed by team mate Mick Lodge in second. Hull’s ultraconsistent Barry Howgate was third (again for another year) followed by
our own Dave Brooks Jnr.
Hopefully, some of these catches from the Aire and Calder Canal
Fishery has wetted your appetite to have a go this coming summer. There
is now quite a lot of media content on YouTube which demonstrates the
techniques most of the competitors employ to amass these decent nets
of fish. Nick Crooks who fishes with the Hull & District AA Squad, has
teamed up with Catch More Media to produce three short videos on
fishing the canal. Search on YouTube for ‘Nick Crooks On Deep Canals’ –
whilst Cadence Fishing UK have an hour long film detailing bream fishing
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techniques on the Newbridge stretch, featuring local angler Paul Kozyra and
Starlets angler Jamie Robbins. Hopefully, these videos will give confidence
to some of our members who wish to start fishing this huge and daunting
waterway – which is probably the best canal fishery in the country at
present.
Angling Trust Division One National Angling Championships
H&DAA only rejoined the National Team Championship in 2017, and got
promoted the first time of trying on the Aire and Calder and New Junction
Canals on the Second Division National in September 2017. Having
avoiding relegation last year on the River Trent, it was all systems go for
this Championship, which was to be fished again on the Aire and Calder
and New Junction Canals. It is pertinent to remember that these Canals are
also home venues for a lot of the other top Northern teams, including the
famous Barnsley Blacks.
The Hull squad on the day was as follows. Interestingly, this year
the Angling Trust have took the excellent decision in allowing teams to
nominate which Canal anglers fish. On the New Junction Canal we had, on
the following sections and permanent pegs:
•
Nigel Beamson (Section A, Peg 24)
•
Steve Williamson (captain) (Section B, Peg 106)
•
James Cameron (Section C, Peg 265)
•
Richard Pulford (Section D, Peg 372)
•
Ronnie Benn (Section E, Peg 474)
On the Aire and Calder we had the following anglers:
•
Mike Lee (Section F, Peg 638)
•
David Pulford (Section G, Peg 26)
•
Scott Rispin (Section H, Peg 68)
•
Lee Harrison (Section J, Peg 374)
•
Barry Howgate (Section K, Peg 559)
The Aire and Calder Canal, flowing from west to east, was beset with very
strong gusty winds blowing across the exposed flat fields. In places that was
limiting the distances that could be fished effectively with a pole. Though, in
all honesty, the main area for catching roach on pinkies, maggot and hemp
later on, in recent seasons, has been anything from a 5m to 9m out where
you need to find a flatish area in around 8 feet of water.
In contrast to the 2017 Division Two National, the team draw was
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reasonably kind to us this time around, with Scott Rispin being handed
the excellent permanent peg 68 between Rawcliffe and Newbridge. With
48 teams of ten anglers fishing the event, unfortunately not all the team
are going to be pegged on stretches with decent form. The good pegs look
after themselves; these matches are won and lost by the difference of a few
ounces more than your competitors in the harder areas.
Pegging out for 480 anglers takes up a lot of tow path making for some
unknown quantities. For example much of Section F on the Aire and Calder
Canal hadn’t been fished, let alone match fished in 20-plus years. On other
national venues in recent years where previously unfished sections are
pegged, the result is disastrous with anglers lucky to break a few hundred
grams. This was simple not the case on the Aire and Calder. Here this
section yielded an average weight of close to 8lb per angler, with lots of
pristine roach, the likes of which that had never seen a hook before! The
quality of fishing on the Canal is simply incredible at the moment.
At the presentation the section winners are announced first. Hull had a
section winner in the form of Barry Howgate who won section K with 7kg
520 grams of roach. An outstanding performance from one of the squad’s
most consistent anglers, especially when you consider the anglers pegged
either side of him only had 120 and 300 grams respectively from the
hardest section at Heck.
After the section results the individual result was announced. Scott
Rispin’s 22kg 980 grams of big bream and skimmers off peg 68 was enough
to take the runner’s up spot and a second in section. A first and second in
section to go with a third place in section for Nigel Beamson, combined with
no blow outs, made for a tense few minutes as the top ten teams were read
out in reverse order. By now we kind of figured we would be somewhere
near the top!
In the end we finished in second place with 382 point from a possible
480. This put us just some ten points behind Drennan Barnsley Black. This
was an excellent result for Hull considering the Barnsley Squad featured
Alan Scotthorne, who has won the individual world championships a
staggering five times, Matt Godfrey, who has won the world junior title
three times, alongside a host of other professional anglers and England
Internationals such as Lee Kerry. Basically we were beaten by the England
team!
We were presented with the much treasured National Championship
medals and got to have a squad photograph with the Beddington Bowl,
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which appeared in both the Anglers Mail and Angling Times along with a
comprehensive write up of the events. According to the newly release book
on the National Championship by angling historian John Essex, this result
is the best the Association has achieved since we won the then All England
Angling Championship way back in 1946. All things considered it was a
great day out and a job well done!
Next year’s Division One National is on the Grand Union Canal, near
Milton Keynes, which is as far removed from the type of canal we are
comfortable with in these parts of Yorkshire.
The President’s Cup 2019
A mix of new and old faces registered to fish this annual match on the
Sunday of the late May Bank Holiday weekend. A good turnout was
pegged over Cygnet, Avocet and Kingfisher Ponds at the Brough Complex.
Lenny Pulford was this year’s champion with a mixed net of rudd, tench,
carp and perch from an end peg on Cygnet, weighing in 39lb 12oz. Runnerup was Geoff Dunham who caught seven decent tench and a few bits for
23lb 7oz on feeder, three quarter of the way across, from the other end of
Cygnet. Third was John Laycock, top rod on Avocet with a haul of rudd
and two tench weighing in 20lb 7oz, closely followed by Dave Brooks Snr
with 19lb 13oz of rudd, tench and crucians, again from Avocet.
Top rod on Kingfisher was Dave Pulford with 16lb 12oz, including a
large carp and eels. Top Junior was Callum Pulford with 4lb 6oz of rudd
and perch from Kingfisher. There can’t be too many matches these days
when you have three generations of the same family competing and doing
well. Average weight per man was 15lb, not bad for a blowy afternoon
fishing between noon and 6pm!
Silver Fish Cup 2019 – Osprey Lake
This much anticipated match on August Bank holiday Monday fell victim
to a short heat wave. Under bright blue skies and not a breath of wind,
temperatures soared to 33ºC. This paid put to this once in the year
opportunity to sample the excellent roach fishing that Osprey can offer those
fortunate to get a much in demand ticket for the match. Ex-Association
Development Officer, Paul Coulson, won the match catching 192 rudd
from around a weed bed at short pole range to weigh in 18lb 4oz. Graham
Hartley fishing the peg next door was second with a mixed net of rudd,
perch and eels for 13lb 14oz. Third was Duncan Hayes, pegged in the
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Lenny Pulford with a cygnet catch taken in the Presidents Cup in May. Three
generations of his family were succesfully taking part in the match
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shade of the Humber bank trees, who weighed in a dozen eels and a few
perch for 12lb 5oz. Fourth was Mike Lee with a net of rudd, eels and the
odd perch for 10lb 14oz. Only three other anglers weighed in such was the
challenging conditions on the day. Interestingly, only one roach was caught.
5th HDAA Annual Junior Championships – Willows Pond
To mark the end of our most successful summer coaching programme
to date, which has seen 935 different individuals attend our 64 coaching
session, we hosted the Annual Junior Championships. Twenty-four young
people aged from six to 16 years gathered at Willows Pond to fish the
friendly but competitive match.
Participants put into practice the skills and methods learnt during the
summer. They did themselves proud with everyone catching fish. The 10
anglers competing in the under 11-year-old match amassed nearly 15lb
between them in the 1½ hours they fished. In third place with 2lb 2oz 8dr
was Leylan Jones, second with 2lb 9oz 8dr was seven-year-old Evie Shields.
Riley Beetham, with 2lb 15oz 8 dr, was crowned the under-Eleven Junior
Champion for the second year running.
The 11-16 years match also produced a tight finish with 29lb of fish
landed in their allotted two hours. Third place was tied between Brooklyn
Byram and Rhys Jones, both with 3lb 7oz 8dr; second went to top female
angler Elouise Beetham with a hard-won 3lb 13oz 8 dr, who was just
pipped by Kye Macmillan with an excellent mixed bag weighing 4lb 2oz
and became H&DAA Junior Champion for 2019. All participants left
with equipment to continue fishing outside of our sessions – whips for the
younger group and rods and reels for the seniors.
The Canal & River Trust Junior National Canal Championship
This match was held on the Shropshire Union Canal at Little Onn on
Sunday 15th September. Following a number of invitational trial matches
and training session at the Brough Complex in June, July and August, Hull
and District sent the squad of the following twelve young angler to this
Championship which is both a celebration of the achievements of the Canal
and River Trust (CRT) ‘Lets Fish’ project of which H&DAA is an significant
active delivery partner, despite the obvious lack of CRT waterways and
asset in our local area. It is also the largest junior match of its kind in the
country in recent years with 103 youngsters fishing. Our team comprised of
the following promising young local anglers:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Riley Beetham (10th in the Cadet age group match and HDAA 		
under-11 Champion 2019)
Leylan Jones (Hull’s best placed Junior aged angler finishing in
24th out of 66 juniors)
Elouise Beetham (Junior and Hull’s Top Junior female angler)
Zachery Martin (Junior)
Sam Waterfall (Junior)
Reece Jackson (Junior)
Ryan Williamson (Junior)
Kye MacMillan (Junior and H&DAA 11 to 16yr Champion 2019)
Kieran Dale (Junior)
James Buckley (3rd in the Youth age group match)
Rhys Jones (4th in the Youth age group match)
Cameron Meakes (Youth)

Considering that there are no shallow, narrow canals like the Shropshire
Union, within easy reach of Hull to practice on, the match was the first time
many of the youngsters have fished moving water as the locks open and
close – let alone having to deal with narrow boats churning through their
peg every 15 minutes or so. All things considered the H&DAA youngsters
did exceptionally well.
The Association provided all the youngsters with a full complement of
tackle and bait for the day. With the lack of long poles to fish the far bank
features, Hull’s tactics revolved around fishing 2.5 and 3.5 metre elasticated
whips. Fishing close into the towpath, targeting gudgeon and perch on
bulked down rigs over small hard balls of groundbait containing a few
squats. Later on in the match attempts were made to catch a few roach
and small skimmers on very light strung out rigs with pinkie and squatt on
the hook, over a little cloud groundbait. In the really rock-hard sections a
gamble was taken to fish for sizeable perch on chopped worm in the deeper
boat channel.
Despite the really tough fishing, the event was brilliantly organised
and generous sponsorship saw all competitors go home with a goodie bag,
vouchers, medals – with James Buckley getting a trophy for his third place
in the match. Hopefully this event is now a regular fixture and we will have
the resources to send a squad next year. With the information gleaned on
this trip I am sure we can do even better. Great feedback came from some
of the organisers and stewards about how well our youngsters had fished.
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Wildlife Officer’s Report - Col Ramshaw
There are a few things to think about at this time of year when the nights are
getting longer and the days are shorter. Is it going to be a bad winter? Are
we going to have a White Christmas? Well, I don’t want to stick my neck out
but if all the countryside signs are right it should – and it could be a late but
long one. First of all from what I have seen looking at all the berries on the
holly, it has a genuine festive look about things. There is also an abundance
of acorns and horse chestnuts. It was a very cold spring, and all the wet
spells did not make it any better. Ask any of the tench anglers – they will of
noticed, I know I did. But then, all of a sudden, everything seemed to catch
up and blossom was everywhere. Just look at the changes now – the thorn
hedges are all crammed with berries, all for the feeding table of the thrush,
redwing and fieldfare. There is an abundance of berries on the pyracantha,
sea buckthorn and cotoneaster – but my favourite has to be the mountain
ash. They are crammed with red and orange, with a few yellow berries – I
only hope the waxwing come across from continent to feast on them. A
couple of years ago there were around 100 on the trees in Sainsbury’ s car
park with some 20 to 30 ‘twitchers’ present each day.
Commitments to coaching has took up a lot of my time this year, so
certain things have been left to their own devices, but not to thrive on
neglect as they say. The wild flower beds did not do very well for some
reason and will need a kick start with a bit more seed. We will get it right in
the end. We have some fleabane and I hope it will establish and grow in the
beds – they have a yellow flower which butterflies adore. Also with them
I have grown some 200 foxgloves which can be planted at various places
to keep the bees happy, which are in decline. Regarding trees, I think I will
have a look around for a few more – species like birch, ash, sycamore and
alder, especially at Brough. Our other waters are very mature and most of
the trees need to be kept under control by pruning. On the local bird side
I hope Mike Lee will still look after the feeding station at Brough. Please
drop in and have a look at the numbers and different birds feeding at close
quarters. Another job to do is cleaning out all the nest boxes ready for the
next season which are used by various birds like tits, robins, wrens and
sparrows. I think I will stop here as all the talk about food is making me
hungry. So, looking back to the first question, has nature provided for the
cold that is about to happen? Don’t take it to heart if it does not happen,
have fun in it whatever happens and I hope to see you on the bank soon.
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HULL & DISTRICT ANGLERS' ASSOCIATION

WORK PARTIES
winter 2019/20
DATE

MAIN VENUE

Sunday 10th November

WINDMILL POND

Sunday 1st December

WILLOWS POND, HULL

Sunday 12th January

BLUE LAGOON

SAT - SUN 8th & 9th FEBRUARY

BRANDESBURTON

COMPULSORY 'B' CLASS PERMIT HOLDERS

SAT - SUN 7th & 8th MARCH

MOTORWAY POND

COMPULSORY 'A' CLASS PERMIT HOLDERS

SAT - SUN 4th & 5th APRIL

BROUGH

COMP. OSPREY & 'C' CLASS PERMIT HOLDERS

There may be other ad/hoc work parties between
these dates, for details contact either number below.

Work starts at 09:30am
Dates & Venues are subject to change, you are advised to text or ring to confirm.

Derek Pye - 07811 897033 or Marney McGowan 07593 9227009
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Specimen Fish Competition
The Association will award prizes for specimen fish caught in their fisheries.
A yearly first prize in the adult section will be £250 cash, with a membership
permit for the following year awarded for the second best fish. The yearly
top prize in the junior section will be a tackle voucher worth £50, with a
membership permit for the second best fish. There will also be £25 tackle
vouchers awarded every month for the best fish caught by a junior member.
All species of fish that are present in Association waters will qualify and
judging will take place at Assoctaion meetings. That decision will be final. All
factors surrounding the entries will be taken into consideration, including the
size of the fish, the fishery where the capture was made, etc., so include as
many details as possible. Deadline for yearly entries will be 30/9/2020.
A photograph of the fish and the name and address of an independent
witness who saw the fish being weighed must also be included with all
entries. In the case of a juvenile entry the witness must be an adult. There is
no limit to the number of entries each person may make. See next page for
the list of the largest specimen fish caught in Association fisheries.

2019 Specimen Fish Competition winners
ADULT WINNER:
25lb 8oz pike

Tony Briggs				
Motorway Pond (see page 14)

1st RUNNER-UP:		
34lb carp		

Tom Hagger
Osprey Lake

JUVENILE WINNER:
20lb 3oz carp

Cameron Meakes
No 2 Pond

1st RUNNER-UP:		
17lb 8oz carp

Declan Bullock
Grebe Pool
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Adult runner-up Tom Hagger

Junior winner Cameron Meakes

Hull & District AA Specimen Fish List
The Association maintains a list of the largest fish of different species caught from Association
waters. If you have caught a larger fish the Association would like to know about it. Please email
kevin@carptalk-online.co.uk. The Association would also like a photograph of the fish for possible
inclusion in a future information book or on its website.

Barbel
Bream
Brown Trout
				 Carp
Catfish
Chub
Crucian
Dace
Eel
Grayling
Ide
Perch
Pike
Rainbow Trout
Roach
Rudd
Sea Trout
Sturgeon
Tench

14lb
13lb 8oz
5lb 2oz
43lb 8oz
27lb 8oz
5lb 5oz
2lb 10oz

Barry DesForges
Steve Turner
Ian Buss
Richard Turner
Cameron Meakes
(caught in a match)
Dave Tipping

qualifying weight open

5lb 9oz
1lb 10oz
6lb 10oz
3lb 10oz
30lb 4oz
6lb 8oz
3lb 4oz
2lb 3oz
16lb 4oz
26lb
10lb 3oz

Callum Stones
Simon Kitcher
Colin Hebb
Alan Reveley
Jack Miller
James Walsh
Frank Thornton
Colin Ramshaw
W. Burnham
Bill Brame
John Jackson
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Carlton on Trent
Tilery Lake
River Hull
Motorway Pond
Motorway Pond
Newton on Derwent
Motorway Pond

2005
2009
2014
2002
2018
1999

Brandesburton
River Hull
River Hull
No. 2 Pond
Brandesburton
Driffield Canal
Tilery Lake
3 & 4 Pond
Barmston sea end
Motorway Pond
Hawk Pond

2017
2014
2017
2000
2017
2006
1994
2010
1962
2004
2014

Members’ discount scheme
Everyone knows what excellent value H&DAA membership represents, but
the Association is constantly striving to come up with new ways in which to
extend the benefits of membership.
We have teamed up with shops, companies, suppliers, etc. to offer
discounts to our members on production of a valid membership
card. Please take advantage of their generosity; we all spend considerable
amounts each year on equipment, bait, etc. It wouldn’t take a huge outlay
before members had saved enough to cover next year’s membership fees!
Below are details of what the first group of businesses are offering:

Current Fishing Discounts
* Hull Angling Centre, Holderness Rd, Hull (Telephone 01482
374201). 10% off purchases (excluding maggots).
* Westlands Angling, Catwick, Nr Hull (Telephone 01964
541192). 10% off purchases over £20.
* Camouflage+Workwear, 724 Holderness Road, Hull, HU9 3JA
10% off purchases on production of H&DAA permit.
* Hull Particle, 10% off orders with discount code:
Call 01482 363683 - visit website www.hullparticle.co.uk
Non-Fishing Discounts
* Henry Hird Jewellers, Hessle Rd, Hull (Telephone 01482
324640). 12.5% off purchases.
* Window Doctor, 10% off for members. Steptoes Yard, 330
Southcoates Lane, Hull HU9 3TN. Call 01482 781000 or visit
their website www.windowdoctor-hull.co.uk
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NB: These discounts are from RRPs; further discounts may be available on
selected items.
If anyone reading this has links to any firm or shop that may wish to
participate, please let us know via one of the Association’s contact numbers or
email the details to dekp@dekp.karoo.co.uk
It doesn’t have to be fishing related, any preferential deals that help our
members are very welcome.

Environment Agency Hotline

In the event of pollution to water or land, illegal fishing,
dead fish or fish in distress, please immediately ring this
24-hour manned telephone, explain the issue and ask
the person to provide a case number:

0800 80 70 60

Annual General Meeting
The 2020 Annual General Meeting of the Hull & District Anglers’
Association will be held on Monday, 12th October at the
Willows Club, Holderness Road, Hull, HU8 9AN. The meeting
will begin at 8pm.
All members of the Association are entitled to attend and
vote on any issues raised.
Members wishing to vote may be asked to produce their
current Membership Permit. Propositions for rule changes must
be received in writing by the 14th September 2020 meeting
at the latest. These can be posted to the Secretary at PO Box
188, Hull, HU9 1AN, or may be handed in at any delegates
meeting (see page 6 for details).

DO NOT LEAVE LITTER
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